We consider the problem of placing resources in trees. We give algorithms for the static and dynamic version of the problem. The static algorithms are faster than the algorithms found in literature, while the dynamic algorithms are the rst for this problem and run in polylogarithmic time.
because of failure of some of the links in the communication network. Nonetheless, we want all the nodes of each connected component of the tree to have access to the le and thus we have to recompute the optimal placement of k copies of the le in each connected component. This is the dynamic version of the problem.
In this paper we study the cases k = 1; 2 and present algorithms for the static and the dynamic version of the problem. A dynamic algorithm is an algorithm that recomputes the solution to a problem while the input is being modi ed. Obviously, to make things interesting, it is required that the dynamic algorithm update the solution faster than it would take to recompute it from scratch. Dynamic algorithms are known for several optimization problems on graphs (e.g., minimum spanning tree 4, 5, 1, 2]) and graph properties (e.g., planarity 7], connectivity 6, 5] ) and can be classi ed according to the type of operations that are allowed on graph. In this paper we will consider weight-change operations. Thus, our working scenario will be the following. A weighted graph is presented to the algorithm. The algorithm performs some preprocessing during which it builds some data structure; for our algorithms this preprocessing takes linear time and the size of the data structure is linear in the number of vertices of the tree (thus our algorithms are optimal with respect to both these measures). After the preprocessing stage, an intermixed sequence of the following two types of operations is performed: 1) the weight of a vertex is changed; 2) the optimal placement of the resources in a subtree of the current weighted tree is asked. These operations are presented in an on-line fashion to the algorithm; that is, it has to perform each operation before it can see the next request.
Related work
The static version of our problem is known under the name of the k-median problem and has been extensively studied in the past. Kariv and Hakimi 9] proved that the k-median problem is NP-complete even for planar graphs of maximum degree 3. Papadimitriou 12] proved that the k-median problem in the plane is NPcomplete. Megiddo and Supowitz 11] proved that it is NP-hard to approximate the k-median problem to within some constant factor both in the Euclidean and the Rectilinear metric. The approximation of the k-median problem is also investigated in 10]. The k-median problem is solvable in polynomial time for xed k and for trees. Kariv and Hakimi 9] gave an algorithm that solves the k-median problem on trees with N vertices in time O(k 2 N 2 ). A similar well studied problem is the k-center problem. Here the objective is to identify k vertices (called the centers) that minimize the maximum distance of a vertex from the nearest center. Frederickson gave a linear time algorithm for the k-center problem in 3].
Overview of the paper
In Section 3, we study the case of k = 1. We give an algorithm that solves the dynamic 1-resource problem for trees of N vertices and depth d in time O(min(d; logN logd)), using a preprocessing of time O(N).
In Sections 4 and 5, we consider the case k = 2. We start by presenting a linear time algorithm that computes the optimal placement of two resources in a tree. The best previously known algorithm is the O(N 2 )-time algorithm of Kariv and Hakimi 9] . Then, we present a dynamic algorithm that recomputes the optimal placement of two resources in a complete tree with N vertices in time O(log 3 N). To ease exposition, we present our algorithms for the case of binary trees. All algorithms can be modi ed to handle trees of arbitrary degree.
Notations and de nitions
Unless otherwise speci ed, T is an N-vertex weighted binary tree with root R, where each vertex v of T has a weight w(v) > 0. We assume, without loss of generality, that each vertex of T is either a leaf or has two children. For each vertex u, we denote by T u the subtree of T rooted in u, by T l u and by T r u the left and right subtrees of T u and let T c u = T ? T u . Let S be a subtree of T and u a vertex of S. We call the trees S \ T l u , S \ T r u , and S \ T c u the trees adjacent to u in S. Also we let W(T u ) denote the sum of the weights of the nodes belonging to T u ; obviously, W(T u ) = W(T l u ) + W(T r u ) + w(u). Often we will refer to W(T u ) as the weight of T u .
The cost Cost(x; S) of serving the vertices in a subset S of T with a resource located at the vertex x is
where dist(x; v) is the distance of x from v. The cost of serving a vertex v from a placement (
where dist(v; x 1 ; x 2 ) is the distance of v from the closer of x 1 and x 2 . If S is a subset of the vertices of T , then the cost of placement (x 1 ; x 2 ) relative to S is simply the sum of the costs of serving each vertex in S. We de ne the cost of the optimal placement of one resource in a tree T, Cost 1 (T), as 3 An algorithm for the dynamic one-resource problem
In this section we give a dynamic algorithm that, after a linear-time preprocessing, recomputes in time O(min(d; logN logd)) the optimal placement of one resource in a tree with N vertices and depth d after a weight change. Our algorithm is based on the properties of the optimal placement that are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let T be a weighted binary tree with N nodes and u a vertex of T . Then, for all trees adjacent to u in T and assume u 6 2 Loc 1 (T ). Let u be an optimal placement and, without loss of generality, say u belongs to T l u . As T u is a subtree of T l u , we have that
On the other hand, u is an optimal placement and thus it must be that W(T c u )
. The above lemma suggests a simple dynamic algorithm that recomputes in time O(d) an optimal placement of one resource and its cost after a weight change. During the preprocessing stage, the weights W(T u ), for all the vertices u 2 T , are computed in time O(N). Then the optimal placement is found in time O(d) in the following way. Start from the root of the tree and check condition 1 of Lemma 1. If it is satis ed then the resource is placed at the root. Otherwise an optimal placement lies in the subtree of the root of largest weight. Condition 1 is then checked for the root of this subtree and so on until an optimal placement is found. Changing the weight of a vertex u only a ects the weights of the trees rooted in vertices on the path from u to the root that can be updated in time O(d). The optimal cost can be computed in the following way. First the cost Cost(R; T ) is computed in time O(N). Then Cost 1 (T ) is obtained in time O(d) in a top down manner (from R to a vertex in Loc 1 (T )) observing that if Cost(u; T ) is known then the cost of a resource in its child v is computed using Fact 1.
In the rest of the section we present the algorithm 1-Dynamic that recomputes in time O(log N logd) an optimal placement (along with its cost) of one resource after a weight change.
Algorithm 1-Dynamic
Algorithm 1-Dynamic uses the data structure Tree-Sum. The data structure Tree-Sum consists of an initialization procedure Init(T ), that takes as input a weighted binary tree T and returns in time O(N) an istance, S, of a Tree-Sum data structure; of a procedure Change(S; u; ) that increments the weight of the vertex u by and returns an updated version of S; and Opt(S) that returns a vertex v 2 Loc 1 (T). Change and Opt have each running time O(logN logd). The Tree-Sum data structure is an extension of the Path-Sum data structure discussed in 14] (see also 8]) that consists of three procedures: the procedure Init-Path(I), that takes a sequence of l integers I = (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x l ) and returns the initialized Path-Sum data structure S I in O(l) time; the procedure Update(S I ; j; ) that returns an updated version of S I with the e ect of setting x j = x j + and Min(S I ; W) that gives the minimum j such that P j i=1 x i > W.
A sequence of pairwise distinct vertices of T , P = (v 1 ; : : :; v k ), k > 0, is a path if, for i = 1; 2; : : :; k ? 1, v i+1 is the father of v i . The following lemma is from 13] and we omit the proof.
Lemma 2 Let T be a tree of N vertices. Then T can be partitioned in O(N) time into a set P = (P 1 ; : : :; P k ) of disjoint paths such that each path of T is contained in the union of O(log N) paths of P. We call such a partition in paths an e cient partition of T .
Implementation of Init; Change and Opt. Let us now describe how to implement the procedures Init; Change and Opt using the Path-Sum data structure and the concept of e cient partition. Let P = (P 1 ; : : :; P k ) be an e cient partition of T and, for each 1 i k, let P i = (v i;1 ; : : :; v i;hi ). We de ne the father index, Father(P i ), of a path P i not containing the root in the following way. Let u be the parent of the vertex v i;hi (that is the highest level vertex in P i ) and P j be the path that contains u. Then, Father(P i ) is de ned to be the index of u in P j . The Father of the path containing the root is unde ned.
Procedure Init(T ) computes an e cient partition P and, for each path P i of P, initializes the Path-Sum data structures S Pi and returns the Tree-Sum data structure S = (S P1 ; : : :; S Pk ). S Pi is obtained by running Init-Path on input the sequence V i = (V i;1 ; : : :; V i;hi ), where V i;1 = W(T vi;1 ) and V i;j = W(T vi;j )? W(T vi;j?1 ), for j > 1.
The procedure Change(S; v ; ) is implemented as follows. Let P = v 1 : : :v m be the path from v 1 = v to v m = R. By Lemma 2, the path P is covered by l = O(logN) paths of P, say Q 1 ; : : :; Q l . As the weights of only the trees rooted in v 1 : : :; v m are a ected by the change of w(v ), we only need to update the data structures S Q1 ; : : :; S Ql relative to Q 1 ; : : :; Q l . Let j be the index of v in Q 1 , the operation Change(S; v ; ) performs the sequence of operations Update(S Q1 ; j; ), Update(S Q2 ; Father(Q 1 ); ), : : :, Update(S Ql ; Father(Q l?1 ); ). Since a path of P has length at most d, then each operation Update takes time O(logd). Hence Change takes time O(logN logd).
To show how to implement Opt(S), let us rst observe that, by Lemma 2, the path Q from R to an optimal placement is covered by O(log N) paths each of length at most d. The problem is to determine the vertices of Q and we already have exhibited a strategy that takes time O(d). We now describe how procedure Opt(S) searches for an optimal placement and computes its optimal cost without scanning the entire path Q.
Let Q 1 ; : : :; Q l , l = O(logN), be the (so far unknown) paths of the e cient partition which cover the path Q from R to a vertex in Loc 1 (T ) and let Q 1 be the path containing R. To determine Q i+1 from Q i , 1 i < l, procedure Opt Computing the optimal placement in subtrees. The data structure Tree-Sum described above can be modi ed to handle also the operation Opt(S; u) that computes the optimal placements of one resource in the subtrees T u and T c u . More precisely, the optimal placement of one resource in T u is computed by running a sequence of Min operations starting from u and each time looking for the lowest vertex v such that the weigth of T v is greater than W(T u )=2. Min is executed O(log N) times for a total running time of O(logN log d).
To compute the optimal placement of one resource in T c u we have to be a little more careful. The algorithm rst searches for the lowest vertex v on the path from u's parent to R such that the total weight of the vertices in T v which are not in T u is more than half the total weight of T c u . This is done by performing O(logN) Min operations (one per each path that covers the path from u to R) Then, the optimal placement lies either in v or in the subtree rooted at the child z of v that is not an ancestor of u. In the second case the optimal placement is found by performing a sequence of O(logN) Min operations starting from z and each time looking for the lowest vertex x such that the weigth of T x is greater than W(T c u )=2. Thus the total running time is also in this case O(logN logd). 4 An algorithm for the static two resource problem
In this section we present the algorithm 2-Static for computing an optimal placement of two resources in T . We start with an informal discussion of the ideas behind the algorithm. We de ne the function PseudoCost(u; T ) as PseudoCost(u; T ) = Cost 1 (T u ) + Cost 1 (T c u ); that is, the sum of the costs of the optimal solutions of the problem with one resource in T u and T c u . PseudoCost(T ) is then de ned as the minimum of PseudoCost(u; T ) over all the vertices u of T . Algorithm 2-Static computes PseudoCost(u; T ) for all vertices u of the tree and sets Cost 2 (T ) = PseudoCost(T ). We shall prove that the optimal cost of placing two resources in T is equal to PseudoCost(T ). An optimal placement is, then, obtained by considering a vertex v such that PseudoCost(v; T ) = PseudoCost(T ) and taking two vertices x 1 2 Loc 1 (T v ) and x 2 2 Loc 1 (T c v ). A more detailed description is given in Fig. 1 . Let us proceed more formally. Algorithm 2-Static(T ) begin Lemma 4 Let u be a vertex of T , S 1 ; S 2 be two subtrees of T adjacent to u with W(S 1 ) > W(S 2 ), and let opt 1 be a vertex in Loc 1 (S 1 ). Then an optimal placement of a resource in S = S 1 S 2 fug lies on the path from u to opt 1 . Proof: Assume, by contradiction, that there exists an optimal placement for S, y, that does not lie on the path from u to opt 1 . By Lemma 1, y belongs to S 1 fug. Moreover, as y does not lie on the path from u to opt 1 , it follows that both u and opt 1 are in the same subtree, call it T, adjacent to y in S. Observe that T contains S 2 . In fact, the path from a node x of S 2 to y goes through u. Therefore x and u belong to the same tree adjacent to y.
As the optimal placement, opt 1 The rst phase starts from the leaves of T and works bottom up as follows (see Procedure BottomUp in Figure 2 ). If u is a leaf then Cost 1 (T u ) = 0 and opt u = u. Otherwise, let v and z be the two children of u and let opt v and opt z be the optimal placements of a resource in T v and T z , respectively. Then, by Lemma 4, there exists a vertex opt u 2 Loc 1 (T u ) on the path from the optimal placement in the heavier of T v of T z to u. The vertex opt u is found by scanning this path. In order to compute also Cost(opt u ; T u ), each time we move along this path from a vertex x to a vertex y we compute Cost(y; T u ) as Cost(y; T u ) = Cost(y; T u ) + 2W(T x ) ? W(T u ).
The second phase starts from R and works top down (see Procedure TopDown in Figure 3 ). Let u be a vertex other than R, v; z be its parent and its sibling, respectively and opt c v and opt z be the optimal placements of a resource in Let us now analyze the running time of BottomUp (a similar reasoning works also for TopDown). BottomUp obtains opt u by scanning the path from opt S to u, where S is the heavier of the subtrees T l u and T r u , searching for a vertex satisfying condition 1 of Lemma 1. Since all the vertices of this path, except for opt u , will not be scanned in the rest of the bottom up phase, we have that BottomUp stops after O(N) steps.
An algorithm for the dynamic two-resource problem
In this section we present a dynamic algorithm 2-Dynamic that updates the optimal placement of two resources in a complete binary tree with N vertices after the weight of a vertex has been changed. Our algorithm uses a set of functions, that we call canonical functions, de ned over the vertices of the tree. The canonical functions have the property that if a table of the values for all the vertices is available then we can compute, for any vertex v, the optimal placements of two resources in T The rest of this section is organized as follows. In the next subsection we de ne the canonical functions and prove some simple lemmas. In Subsection 5.2, we present algorithm Pre 
The canonical functions For the rest of this section T is a complete weighted binary tree with N vertices and root R. For v 2 T , we denote by height(v) the level of a vertex v de ned as the distance of v from the leaves in T v . Notice that height(v) < log(N + 1). For a vertex v and integer l height(v), we denote by T(v; l) the tree of depth l rooted at v; thus T v is simply T(v; height(v)
). Also, we de ne the group G(v; l) as the set of all nodes u 2 T v that are at distance l from v. If R is a subset of the vertices of T we denote by dist(R; v) the minimal distance between v and the vertices of T. The distance between two subsets of vertices R; S is obviously de ned as dist(R; S) = min v2S dist(R; v).
If l is an integer by Cost(l; T) we denote the quantity Cost(x; T) where x is a vertex at distance l from the lowest common ancestor (in short, lca) of T and x is not a descendant of the lca of T. Notice that Cost(l; T) is well de ned as Cost(x; T) is the same for all x's not descendant of the lca of T that are at the same distance from the lca of T.
We are now ready to de ne the canonical functions. De nition of N and Y. We now de ne the functions N and Y that will provide a way to go from a 2-resource problem to a 1-resource problem and this will be crucial to obtain algorithms Pre-Proc and Update. Indeed, as we shall see in Section 5. . As u is the ancestor of z, the vertices in T u are exactly the vertices that are served by z. To obtain the quantity we are interested in, we subtract from N(v; l; h) the cost of serving T u with a resource in z and add the cost of serving T u with a resource at distance h + k. The cost of serving the tree T u with a resource in z is exactly M(u; l ? k). On the other hand, observe that the cost of serving T u from distance l + k is equal to the cost of serving T u from u, M(u; 0), plus (l + k) times the weight of T u .
Preprocessing
In this section we present a linear time algorithm Pre-Proc for computing a table of values for the canonical functions to be used by algorithm 2-Dynamic. Algorithm Pre-Proc computes the values in a bottom-up manner: it assumes that the values for the children have already been computed and from these it obtains the values for the parent. To this aim we now prove a series of lemmas that express the values of the canonical functions at a node as functions of the values at the children of this node. We start by stating without proof the following obvious lemma about W. Lemma 8 Let Since the pair P 1 minimizes Cost(x 1 ; x 2 ; T v0 ) we can conclude that P 1 minimizes Cost(x 1 ; x 2 ; T v ) among the pairs in S 1 .
2) S 2 = f(x 1 ; x 2 )jx 1 2 G(v 1 ; l 1 ? 1) and x 2 2 G(v 1 ; l 2 ? 1)g: A reasoning similar to the one used in the previous case shows that P 2 is the pair of minimum cost among those in S 2 .
3) S 3 = f(x 1 ; x 2 )jx 1 Proof: In this situation only three cases can occur: both the two resources are placed in G(v 0 ; l ? 1) (in this case the minimum is obtained by X(v 0 ; l ? 1; l ? 1) and its cost is M(v 0 ; l ? 1; l ? 1)); both the resources are placed in G(v 1 ; l ? 1) (in this case the minimum is obtained by X(v 1 ; l ? 1; l ? 1) and its cost is M(v 1 ; l ? 1; l ? 1)); the resources are in distinct subtrees of T v . In the last case the tree is divided in two regions: T v0 fvg and T v1 . Then we obtain that 
Updating the table
In this section we present the algorithm Update that we use to update the table of values of the canonical functions. As we shall see, one weight-change only a ects O(log 3 N) values and these values can be quickly recomputed. Then, the new optimal placement is the pair X(v; l 1 ; l 2 ) that has the minimum cost among all such pairs. This minimum can be trivially computed in time O(log 2 N). Suppose that the weight of the vertex v has been incremented by and let u 0 ; u 1 ; ; u d?1 ; u d be the vertices on the path from the root R = u 0 to v = u d . Obviously, the vertices u j are the only vertices for which we need to update the table of values.
In the following we will use the superscript n to denote the updated values of all the functions considered.
Updating W(u j ; l). Trivially, one has that W n (u j ; l) = W(u j ; l)+ for all j and l such that v 2 T(u j ; l).
If this is not the case the value of W(u j ; l) does not change.
Updating X(v; l) and M(v; l). We start by showing how to update the values relative to v and, for all the vertices u j , the values for l = 0. For 0 l height(v ), we have that X n (v ; l) = X(v ; l) and M n (v ; l) = M(v ; l) + l : Indeed, all vertices of G(v ; l) are at the same distance l from v . Therefore, for all vertices z 2 G(v ; l) the cost of serving T(v ; l) with a resource in z increases by l . This means that the vertex that achieves the minimum (that is X n (v ; l)) stays the same and its cost (that is M n (v ; l)) increases by l .
Moreover, for all u j , 0 j < i, we have Proof: As we have already remarked algorithm Update only needs to update the values for the vertices on the path from v to the root. These values get updated starting from v and going up to the root as discussed above. Moreover, it is clear that each value can be updated in constant time and thus, to bound the running time of Update, we only need to count the number of values that are to be updated. This is easily done by observing that for each vertex u j we have O(log 2 N) values to update and that there are at most log(N + 1) vertices on the path from v to the root.
Computing the solution
We have already observed that, for each vertex u, Cost 2 (T u ) is easily computed as the minimum over 0 l 1 l 2 height(u) of M(u; l 1 ; l 2 ). On the other hand, computing Cost 2 (T c u ) is equivalent to computing the cost of the optimal placement of two resources in a tree T 0 where the weights of all vertices in T u have been set equal to 0. Thus, all we need to do is to recompute the values of the canonical functions with respect to T 0 for the vertices on the path from u to R and this can be done in time O(log 3 N). Observe that there is no need to recompute the canonical functions for the descendant of u instead these values are computed each time they are needed. In fact, all the values of the functions M; N are equal to 0; X(u; l) can be set equal to any vertex in G(u; l) and similarly for X(u; l 1 ; l 2 ) and Y(u; l; h).
Extensions and open problems
In this section we describe some extensions to the algorithms presented and propose some lines for future investigations.
General trees. We have presented our algorithm for complete binary trees. However, it is possible to modify the algorithm for general trees, in which case the update of the optimal placement of two servers can be recomputed in time O(d 
